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Thank you for the invitation. This is a really timely issue to be discussing. How and where 

technology can reduce fraud and make tax compliance simpler, something which is continuously 

being looked at by tax administrations, has now come into much sharper focus as a result of COVID-

19 experiences. This has led to an increasing number of conversations about how to make 

administrations more robust, more efficient, more effective and more sensitive to the overall 

burdens placed on taxpayers.  

 

It might be worth starting with the objectives of tax administrations which, at the highest level, are 

to collect the right amount of taxes from all taxpayers in a fair and cost-effective manner while 

minimising the costs, including opportunity costs, borne by taxpayers. 

 

There is one part of the tax system in many countries which currently does this very well, which is 

the pay-as-you-earn model for salaried employees. In general the taxpayer has very little to do under 

many such systems, particularly where there are limited expense deductions and the tax withholding 

by the employer is cumulative.  

 

For the employee, this is an example of compliance-by-design with very limited opportunities for 

error or fraud, although of course there may be some issues with employer compliance. For the 

employer, this is increasingly a low-burden system, though, with the tax rules built into payroll 

software which may have the ability to receive automatic updates on tax codes or other tax relevant 

information direct from the tax administration. This compliance-by-design system is expanding in 

many countries as tax withholding regimes are being put in place for interest and dividend income 

and as more third party tax-relevant data becomes available to the tax administration and can be 

used to partially or fully pre-fill tax returns.  

 

In other areas of the tax system where the responsibility to report taxable income rests with the 

taxpayer, the challenge for tax administrations is how to enhance voluntary compliance and tackle 

non-compliance among very different taxpayer groups and tax types.  

 

Here technology can make a significant difference. In particular I would highlight the use of 

technology to improve services for taxpayers, making tax obligations easier to meet and providing 

increasingly real-time assistance when things go wrong. This can be very effective in reducing 

errors and minimising burdens which may otherwise cause taxpayers to take less care.  

 

Examples, which are covered in depth in our Tax Administration Series publications, include:  

 

 The rapid growth of e-filing, e-payment services and electronic tax registration as well as 

the ability to update information in real-time; 
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 The development of taxpayer portals, allowing taxpayers to see their latest tax position and 

to interact directly and securely with the administration; 

 The development of enhanced web services and mobile applications, including tax 

calculators, online chat, AI supported web chat and record keeping options. 

 The use of more timely and targeted communications, something also used effectively in 

the pandemic environment. 

 

The significant increase in data sources - for example through third party reporting, e-invoicing 

systems, online cash registers and international exchange of information – combined with 

increasingly sophisticated data analytics are also helping to improve risk assessment. This allows a 

better targeting of audits and interventions, which can be expensive for taxpayers and the 

administration alike. This is also making possible an increased use of remote verifications, where 

anomalies on returns can be identified automatically and questioned without the need for physical 

audits.  

 

While technology is enabling enhanced customer services and better targeted compliance 

interventions, there are limitations as long as those processes are still part of a system heavily 

dependent on voluntary compliance, where tax remains a largely “downstream” or reactive process, 

and where tax functions remain largely siloed. Average tax gaps still remain high despite recent 

advances in technology and data collection. 

 

Against this background, the Forum on Tax Administration Commissioners asked us to develop a 

vision of what future tax administration might look like in a decade or so, enabled by new 

technology and the wider digitalisation of the economy. We published this vision in a document 

entitled Tax Administration 3.0 which can be found on our website. The name was chosen to 

emphasise that this vision represents something of a paradigm shift in how tax administration 

operates.  

 

The underlying premise is that as more interconnections become possible between the different 

systems that taxpayers use to run their businesses, undertake transactions and communicate - their 

“natural systems” - the more it becomes possible to move taxation processes into these natural 

systems, subject to appropriate assurance. Again, the pay-as-you-earn system is an example of this, 

whereby the rules (or at least some of the rules) are embedded within the systems employers use 

for paying their employees rather than being a process carried out within the tax administration. 

 

This form of digital transformation, which is different from the digitalisation of current taxation 

processes, has the potential to build-in compliance in an increasing number of areas, to move 

taxation closer to taxable events and to significantly reduce the burdens that can arise from using 

different processes for taxation to those used in taxpayers’ daily lives and businesses. As these 

opportunities increase, it may be possible to make significant inroads into the structural limitations 

of current tax administration which can lead to persistent tax gaps, significant amounts of 

uncollected tax debt and, in some areas, high compliance burdens. 

   


